
AVID Excel is not...

AVID Excel Elective 7-8
AVID (Advancement Via
Individual Determination) 
 Excel's mission is to change
the trajectory of long-term
English learners by
accelerating language
acquisition, developing
literacy, and placing AVID
Excel students on the path to
high school AVID and college
preparatory coursework.

AVID Excel is...
A cohort in which ESOL students participate
in intensive academic language building
throughout middle school to prepare for the
high school AVID Elective.
Seven consistent learning strands--reading,
writing, oral language, academic vocabulary,
study skills, and self-determination and
leadership.
Accelerated language acquisition, increased
overall achievement and student access to
rigorous coursework.
Scholar groups with college tutors twice a
week.

An "at-risk" system.  It is designed to support
students who would otherwise not attend
and graduate from a four-year
college/university.
For students who fail to complete any of
their homework.
For students who consistently receive grades
of "D" or "F."
A mandatory course;  application is
voluntary.

 

Has good ideas but needs help expressing them.
Listens with interest but can miss information.
Needs 5-6 repetitions for mastery.
Completes assignments with added support.
Enjoys school but can become discouraged.
Comes from a low-income or single-parent
family.
Would be first in their family to attend college.
Is from a racial, cultural, or economic group
historically underrepresented in colleges or
universities.
Has potential and may also have special
circumstances that could be obstacles to
achievement.

Who Should Apply?

   The AVID Excel student:



www.avid.org/avid-excel
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Progression of AVID Excel Students

Interested in applying?  Next Steps...
Parent/Guardian and student discuss the benefits and requirements of
being in an AVID Excel class.

Contact the an AVID Site Coordinator at your student's school.

Complete the online application provided by the AVID Site Coordinator at
your student's school.

96.4%
of AVID Excel students are recommended for college prep courses in high school

99% 
of AVID seniors

graduated on time.

92% 
of AVID seniors

completed four-year
college entrance

requirements.
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